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About This Game

"Portals... found buried on Earth. Who made them? We know not. Now we humble humans use them to travel to the stars."

Introduction

We have a new mission for you. Planet: Gliese 581 g. Tests indicate relative safety. Space suit will be required. Gravity 0.15g.
You will find oxygen bubbles in the atmosphere.

Beware of the fauna, stay alive and find a portal to come back for fame and glory!

Modifying the game

You can create new levels for the game or modify the existing ones and share with your friends. See the file MODIFY.html
included with the game.
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Good game, good Wolfenstein.
Well crafted world, good level design...I could go on.

8.5\/10 because it lacks the real New Game +, you have to manually select chapter 1 and then replay the game again. Otherwise
you lose all Perk progress. had this been fixed, I'd give it a 9.5\/10
. Super exciting game especialy when you play with your friends.The concept is simple but absolutely unique and fun. I
recommend this game though it is still developing.
Just one thing we want to request is In game chat to communicate with friends.. Really good game, graphics are simple but very
cool. Gameplay is fast and furious. Original concept, shame that not many people online to play against.. I like what I see.
Couldn't ask for more from a puzzle game. Hard but fair, well-presented, an interesting style of puzzle, and generally addictive
as hell. Stayed the course to finish the main set of 96 puzzles; looked at some of the bonus basement puzzles but the variants
they throw in were a bit too much for me. Still, quite a triumph by the designers.. This is a fun game for those who want to
improve their programming logic and see their creativity come to life through the bots that they programmed.

Really unique game and it makes programming in this system fun.. It's like being in kindergarten all over again, except this time
around you know not to eat the paste or dryhump your reading partner.

Well, at least not to eat the paste.
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If you want a challenge, this is not the game for you. However, if you like a nice relaxing and enjoyable game, I would highly
recommend this one. Its fairly short, which is a shame.
The music, controls and graphics are all very nice.. I suck at completing games, it happens very rarely. I suck even worse at
writing reviews (I write them even more rarely). However, this game's story was captivating enough to keep me interested
enough to complete it in two days AND to write a review. The review may suck, but the game didn't.. Fantastic online co-op
twin stick. (that I play with mouse and keyboard). Im a film fan and a gamer so gaming docs always sucker me in and there has
been a fair few high score ones since King of Kong and the trailers for this looked good but i did fear it could just be a king of
kong clone but it wasn't it was in fact a really good doc that in some ways betters Kong whilst that one wins for being one of the
best story driven documentaries ever made the editing of that film is the real star and it painted Billy Mitchell as a super villain
where as this is more real and human and shows the lengths these guys go to break the records. Brilliant Doc well worth
checking out
. Great game, eerie atmosphere and nice puzzles-- including the hidden ones. ;-)

Rusty Lake, what was the update today for? 10/23/16. By far the [best] thing I have ever played on Steam.

The graphics beat the new Call of Duty by over 100 times. I can see all the 40 pixels and 8 colors the game creators chose.
"Generic Male Model" is a great representation of the average storybook hero, paying homage to the ways of the past, such as
Duke Nukem.

The wonderful soundtrack is now my alarm in the morning. Every time I hear this transformer sex playng through my phone, I
have to throw it out of my apartment on the 15th floor.

The story is beyond immersive, and a great sci-fi idea that I would love to see made into a fully fledged movie or novel. The
"generic stock picture old man" and "photoshopped ♥♥♥♥♥" models are absolutly vivid and engaging in their plot to make
distressed faces at wonderfully-polygoned robots.

Best part though definatly goes to it only being it Beta! Overall, I would say that if you love your favorite genre of game
butchered by a dev for roughly 30 minutes, I would give Escape Machines a 10/10.

But♥♥♥♥♥♥ it was 99 cents.. Eindecker: Good aircraft as German Ace Max Immelmann flew this aircraft and shot down 15
aircraft. He developed the Immelmann turn. An advantage is that the Eindecker is easily regonizable because it's a monoplane.
As a note there is no throttle control, so the engine is either off or on. Finally a neat feature is that the Wright Flyer used wing
warping to roll the plane, the Eindecker also uses wing warping.
The Roland C.IIa is another great aircraft.
Airco DH.2: slightly under powered with full payload and limited firepower.
RE.8: Great bomber and recon plane, but slightly underpowered with full payload.

  These aircraft are The Birth of Wardbirds meaning that they were made before or a few months into WW1 so of course one
will dislike several aircraft.
  This is a great DLC to get. Seems like something from newgrounds. Simplistic with numerous graphical glitches and imprecise
controls.

Only good at a big discount.
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